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A semi-Market process is easily made Markov by adding some auxiliary random variables. 
This paper discusses the I-type quasi-stationary distributions of such “extended” processes, and 
the a-invariant distributions for the corresponding Markov transition probabilities; and we show 
that there is an intimate relation between the two. The results have relevance in the study of the 
time to “absorption” or “death” of semi-Markov processes. The particular case of a terminating 
renewal process is studied as an example, 
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1, Introduction 
W’e start by explaining the historical development which has led to this paper: 
Kingman [S] showed that an irreducible ar-positive recurrent Markov process 
{X(t)} on a countable state space I and with transition probabilities Pii (t) possesses 
a left a-invariant vector +?r = (~i))iEl, satisfying IZirZl 7TiTTiPij (t) =x e-,‘ri for all j E 1, 
t >O. If {X(t)} is recurrent, cy = 0 and this adds nothing to the standard results 
concerning the invariant (stationary) distribution of the process. In the transient 
case, it is possible that cy ~0, and then the a-invariant vector has a “quasi- 
stationary” interpretation (cf. Vere-Jones 1121). In particular, if {X(t)} is strictly 
substochastic, i.e. EjElP,j (E)< 1 for some i E I and some c > 0, then an extra 
absorbing state 8 can be adjoined to I to make (X(6)) stochastic. In the !atter case, 
if pi is the probability of ultimately reaching a from i and if {X(t)} is again 
irreducible a-positive recurrent, then Vere-Jane: [12] and Tweedie ill] showed 
that there exists a unique I-type quasi-stationary (stationary conditional) distribu- 
tion /.L = (E;Li)iE,, satisfying pi = (Ej~~~ipi)-’ ripi. So if pi = 1 for all i E I (which is 
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necessardy the case when I is finite) then p is the a-invariant vector 72 normed to a 
probability, 
These results do not heave naive generalizations for semi-Markov processes: 
C’heong [2] pro\ped that unique I-type quasi-stationary distributions exist for 
a-positive recurrent semi-lMarkov processes but he also indicated that o-invariant 
distributions may not exist for the semi-Markov transition functions themselves. 
In this paper we Bind semi-Markov generalizations of IKingman’s and VereloJones’ 
results. We shalt do so by considering, not only the variable X(t) which is thie state 
of the process at time t, but also the three “auxiliary variables” V-(t) (th!e time 
since the last jump), V+(t) (the time to the next jump) and X’(t) (the state visited at 
the next jump) (see Cinlar [3], pp, 161-162). 
We first find (Theorem 4.1) a quasi-stationary limit for the multivariate process 
{(X(t), X” (0, V- (Q, V” (0)); as easy corollaries of this, we find quasi-stationary 
limits for the more familiar “backward process” ((X(t), V-(t))} and “forward 
process”’ ((X(t), X’ (t), V*(t))}. Using :hese limiting results we can then derive 
ar-invariant measures for the transition probabilities of both the backward and the 
forward process. 
To illustrate our results, in the last section we consider a terminating renewal 
process in a slightly more general form than usual. 
2. Preliminaries 
Our notation closely follows Nummelin [9]. We denote R = ( - OQ, a), R, = [Op), 
B = {B CR; B Bore1 set), 9I+ z-, {B E 3 ; B CR+}. The Lebesgue measure on 9, is 
denoted by t’ and wt.: write de(x) = C(dx) = dx. The indicator function of a set B is 
lB and we write jt3: +x = x -I- B = {x + y ; y E B}. Any measure or function on 
(a--, 9,) is automatically extended to (R, 3) by making it zero on the negative real’ 
axis. Let F and G be any two measures on (R,, 9,) and let f : R+-+ R, 
be measurable. We write F[a, b] (resp. F(a, Q, F[a, b)) instead of 
F( [a, b] )(F((n, b)), E( [ a, b))), and for h E R, x E R+, B E 92, 
F” (8) = \ e?lF(t), 
B 
fA (x) = eAxf(4, FB (x) = F(x + B). 
The convolution of F and G is the measure 
(F * G)(B) = j,,+,.., dF(x)dG(j i 
and the convolution of F and f is the function 
tC*f)(-c) = 1.. dF(t)f(x - t). 
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We have 
(F*G)^ = F” GA and (F*f)A = FA *fA, 
Let I be a numerable set, a a point not in I and I’= I U (a). We shall be 
concerned with a number of stochastic processes associated with a given serni- 
Markov kernel Q = {Q~~}i,/e~ We shall assume 
Qaa (R.+) = 1. 
Let I? = (Rij)i,jfi = ~~=,,~** be the Markov renewal kernel corresponding to Q. 
L,et Q be the semi-Markov kernel Q = (Qij)i,jE,m Then it is easy to see that the 
Markov renewal kernel R = x:=0 Q*” is equal to the restriction of R’ to I x I, i.e., 
R = (& )i./E,, and that *for all k E Z Rak = 0. Denote Bi (t) = Ejcr Qi, [O, t] and 
(Qij )B (x) = Qi, (X -t B)* 
We shall assume once and for all that Q is non-degenerate, i.e., Q,j (0, =) > 0 for 
some i, j E I, and irreducible, i.e., the matrix Q(R,.) is irreducible. 
Recall the following facts from Cheong [l] or from [9]: The convergence 
parameter 
a =sup{h ER;R;(R,)cm) 
is independent of i, j E I. The semi-Mark.ov kernel Q is called a-recurrent if 
R t(R+) = 00 for some (and then all) i, j E I. An (x-recurrent kernel Q is said to be 
ar-positive recurrent if the “mean” of the recurrence time distribution, 
JR+ te”‘d& (t), is finite for some (and then all) i E I; otherwise Q is cx-null 
recurrent. 
The following results in [9] will be used lat$a (for direct Riemann integrability 
consulr either [4] or [9]): 
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that Q is o-recurrent. Then there exist (up tc a scalar 
multiplication) unique left and right invariant vectors, denoted respectively by 
n = (ri)ier and h = (hj)jsr, for the matrix Q” (R, ) = JR+ eax Q(dx). Q is ac -positive 
recurrent if 
7r E r J xe”“Q(dx) h < 00. R+ 1 
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that Q is aperiodic and a-recurrent, and that the function 
f : Z x R, + R, is such that el’*)f is directly Riemann integrable w.r. t. ?T: Then for all 
i E I (we understand f = (fi*( l ))iE, as a co!umn vector and define 
R *f : (i, t)+ EjElRii *f (2)) ,’ 
epX f (x )dx 
iim eaf (I? * f), (t) = I 
[I 1 
. I--+= 7r xe”“Q(dx) h 
R+ 
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In particular, if the fmction g : R+ --) R, is such that e”(‘) g is directly Riemann 
integrable in the sense of Feller [S, p. 3611, then for all t, j E I, 
. hiq 
f:z earRii *g(t) = \ 
R+ e”*gwd~ 
?I= [j- 
R+ 
xe”‘Q(dr)]h * 
3. The backward andl forward processes 
We shall now define the backward and forward ptocesses mentioned in the 
introducilon. Let (X, T) = ((X,,, T,); n = ($1,. (I. ) be the Markov renewal process 
(MRP) (for the precioe definition of ap NlRP see [4] or [9]) corresponding to the 
semi-Markov kernel (3 * (Qli )r,iEr, For t E R, let (cf. [S]) 
M(t) = sup(n E N; T” += t), 
X(t) * &i(r) (by commtion YL = a), 
and 
v- (t) = t - %4(t), V’ (t) = TM(r)+, - t 
X” (1) * ATM.(t)+,* 
Notice that V-(t) E I&+ and V+(t) E I& L (0). 
(X(t); t G IL} is the aeimi=Markov procaas (SMP) coffcepsnding to the MEW 
(X, T), ((X(t), V-(r)); t GE R,) ia called the Bttckwctrdpmcm, The backward proeesa 
is seen to ba Mttrkov with state qmce r x l@+ crnd with transition prohtlbility &‘), 
where 
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((X(t), X”(t), V’(t))} and {(X(t), X+(t), V-(t), V’(t))) are. Of these processes we 
will consider here in detail the fotwurd process ((X(t), X+(t), V+(t))}. The state 
space of the forward process is r’ x TX (O,m) and its transition probability is 
pl”((i, i, x), {k} x (1) x B) = 
= R,k * (Qu )B (t - x) + s,& le (x - t), i,j,k,lE z x,tER+, B ES?,. 
We denote by P $,;,X, that canonical probability on the sample space of the forward 
process (the infitlite product space of T x I’ x (O!, 00)) which corresponds to Pi” and 
the start X(0) = i, X” (0) = j, V“ (0) = x. 
Before the main theorems we prove the following lemma. 
3.1. Suppose that Q is cy -tecrtrrent. Then for all B E 3 +, 
I 
?rQ” [x&R” (B - x)dx = a(B)n. (,, 
.m 
) 
It suffices to prove the lemma for R of the form B = 10, 11, (t > 0). We have 
f 
nQ” [x, m)R * ([0, t] - x)dx = 
(O.=l) 
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4. Qua&stationary distributions 
In this section we give our main ,results. First we derive the I-type quasi- 
stationary distributions for the backward and forward processes. Then we find 
a-invariant distributions for the corresponding transition probabilities. 
We assumed that 
Qaa (R+) = 1, 
i.e, d is an absorbing state for the MRP (X, T). The epoch of absorption of the SMP 
{X(t)) is defined by 
+ = inf (t E R, : X(t) = 8) (by convention inf Q) = 30). 
We denote the probability of ultimate ,zbsorption from state i E I’ by 
pj = Pi (7 ‘C m}j 
and assume that pi 70 for some i E I. 
The vector 15 = (pi )iET satisfies (see Lemma 4.1 of [9]) 
JA = C Cl/ (R, lpi, i E I, 
jei 
pa = 1. 
By using irreducibility it is easy to see that either pi = 1 for all i E I or pr < f for all 
i E I. Note that our assumption pi 7 0 for some i E I implies pi > 0 for all i E I. 
Theorem 4.1. The quasi-stationary limit 
/&if (A X B) = !i.tJ Pk {X(t) = i, X+(t) = j, V-(t) E A, V+(t) E B 1 t < 7 < do} 
(i E &j E x A, B E B+, B c (0, do)) exists independently of k E I provided that the . 
function x * Qij (x + B)lA (x) is Riemann ktegrable, and the fumion 
(m, x)-+ eaxz Qm, (x  =+p, = e”“fm (x) 
rlEr 
is directly Riemann integrable w.r. t. n. We have 
eux Qli (xc + I3)d.x. 
Pk {X(t) = i, X+(t) = j, V-(t) G A, V+(t) E B, 7 <: m} = 
= 
I 1tJ.t In A 
dRkf (t - A)@ (x + B)q] = Rk, *(&?I, )a lA)(t)jtfi. 
(Y -invariant distribrrh_ms 
By Proposition 2.2, 
!irr eat Pk {X(t) = i, X*(t) = j, V-(t) E A, V*(t) E B, T < w) = 
hk ‘i7ipi I eax Qij (X + B)dX 
Z 
A 
n [I xe”“Q(dx) h ’ R+ I 
provided that the function 
x + eax ((Qij)B 1~ )(x)pj = eaxQij (X f B)lA (x)pj 
is directly Riemann integrable in the sense of Feller. But this is the case since this 
function is Riemann integrable by assumption and dominated by the directly 
Riemann integrable function e”“fi (x). By the same Proposition 1.2, 
xe”“W(dx) h ] 1-l k[ riR+ eaxf(x)dx]. 
The assertion now follows. 
We get as immediate corollaries: 
Corollary 4.2. The quasi -stationary limit 
pIb’(A) = fitt Pk {X(t) = i. V-(t) E A 1 t < T < 00) 
exists independently of k E I provided that A E 92, is su,;t that its boundary E’s a null 
set, t’(aA ) = 0, and the function (m, x) + eaXfm (x) is directly Riemtinn illltegrable 
w.r,t. 7~. We have 
p!“)(A) = [ ~1~. euxf(x)dx]-’ miiA e“‘fi (x)dx. (1) 
Proof. e(i?A) = 0 implies that x -+ lA (x) is continuous a.e. The rest of the proof is 
analogous to Fhe proof of Theorem 4.1. 
tixists itidependetitly of k E f protiided thaz; the fUHction k -+ Q,, (x t B) is titkmtrnn 
. 
U’f”‘(A ) = vi J eax (1s .8i )(x)~x A (3) 
to the rectangle (i} x A, and v(‘) as the measure on I x 1 x R,, which assigns the 
value! 
Vi!‘(E?) = ?!i 
I 
e”* Qij (X + B)dx 
R+ (4) 
fo the rectangle (i} X {j} X B. We will then show that p(b) is LY -invariant for Pjb) and 
that #’ is a-invariant for Plf”, where Plb) (resp. Plf’) is the restriction of the 
transition probability Fib) (Fif”) to I x R, (I x 1 x R, ). 
Note that if pr = 1 the right-hand sides in (1) and (3) are the same, up to a xalar 
multiplication, and so are the right-hand sides in (2) and (4). We shall see belov, that 
V ;‘I and vu) can only be finite measures if pi = 1. 
Theorem 4.4. (i) For all t E R,, 
(ii, ~‘~‘(2 x R+ ) ~1 x implies pi = 1. 
Before proving this theorem we discuss an interesting consequence of it. Suppose 
that ~(~‘(1 x R+)C (XJ so that plb) = [~(~)(l x R+)]-’ V(~) and 
cc (b),p~tj = e-u’ (6) CL 9 tER+. 
Denote by Pr’ that canonical probability measure on the sample space of the 
backward process {(X(t), V- (t))} which corresponds to the initial probability p (b! 
When considering sets (i} x R, we may write thi: left-hand side p’b)Pjb)({i) x R,) as 
Fi’(X(t) = ‘) I and consequently the equation as 
pZ”‘(X’(tJ = i} = e-“’ p ib) (R,), XI, tER+. 
vi eax (1 - a, (x))dx (1 - Bi (x)). ’ 
1 of l3 J(x.r+x -.y] dQik (U)dRkj (t ‘r x - y - u)(I - Ej (y)) 
+ S, 1H (t i” X)(1 - Bi (f + X)) 
I 
= L+ dxl”,rj lg (Y)Lt+_] (TdQ” (U)dR* (t + x - y - U))j (1 - B,)‘(Y) 
+ ?rj I l,(f+x)(l-Bj)“(t+x)dx R+ 
= I + II; 
the proof follows from the observation that 
I = 1.. dxL, lg (4,.-yl (~dQU(U+x)dR”(t-y-u))j(l-~,)“(y) 
= du(nQ” [u, m))dE” (t - y - U))j (1 - Bj )” (j’) 
. IO. t) i&t-Yl 
= I 1~ (y)df(t - y)rj (1~ Bj )” (y) by Lemma 3.1 [0,t1 
emy (1 - B,)(y)dy ; 
eczX (1 - Bj )(x)dx. 
(ii) Assume, to produce a contradiction, that ~(~~(1 X R+) < CG and pk < 11 for Al 
,k E I (see the remark made before Theorem 4.1). Since Q is non-degenerate there 
exist j, k E I such that Qjk (0. a) > 0. By (i) we get 
X [&k * (Q/c, )p (f - y) + &iSjr 1~ (y - t)] 
= ; f”.,.., LR_ Qx(~dQ"(x + y))j (R,“k * (Qk,)ii)(t - Y) - + 
+ nk I I e a(‘+X)dQ& + y)dx lB(y - t) y E (R “1 XER+ 
= I + II; 
the proof follows since 
I = c I jtz’l yE(O,ac) dy(nQ" [yt m))j(&it * (Qk$)(t - y) since K;If = 0, 
tl, i iWdFidH t &t&W tiuna 63 
by teanrnu 3.1‘
W!: shall consider the backward process {V-(t)) only. By COJOIIE~J~ 4.2 and 
Theorem 4.4 we get: 
Corolflary 5,l. Suppose that F is non-lattice and satisfies the CY -positiLity conditions 
I eax dF(x) = 1, eax dF(x) c a for some a > 0. It.4 
Then 
(i) the quasi -stationary limit 
= [I 
-1 
epx h (x)dx 
Rc I I e”“1z (x)dx, A E g+, A 
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exists, provided that the boutzdary of A E 3, is a null set, i.e. [@A ) = 0, and the 
function x + eax h (x) is directly Riemann integrable in the sense of Feller. 
(ii) for al2 t E R,, A E Sk 
]prb! v-(t) E A, T > t} L= e-“‘p (A), 
and in particular 
Pr)(r > t} = eear. 
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